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NEW THE GREEN LIFE

Craftsy side of green

Recycling paper is an art form

By MARTHA SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
msheridan@dallasnews.com

Give your creativity an
environmentally correct jumpstart with the new GreenCraft
magazine.
The semiannual crafting
publication comes from Stampington & Co., which produces
Somerset Studio, The Stampers’ Sampler and other artist
favorites.
In 146 colorful pages
printed on recycled paper,
GreenCraft shows how to make
the most of the things we often
discard without even thinking.
Plastic shopping bags live
again as aprons or reusable
totes. T-shirt scraps are fashioned into soft little gift bags.
Empty cereal or snack cartons
are transformed into partyfavor boxes.
I couldn’t resist trying out
the instructions for fusing
plastic grocery and shopping
bags to create a material for
sturdy, reusable totes. Layer
three bags between parchment
paper and iron on low, slowly
increasing the heat until you
get a feel for how quickly the
bags fuse together. The parchment paper protects the iron
from the melting plastic. The
fused plastic bags can then be
used for crafts and sewing
projects that will have staying
power.
The embellished cereal
boxes have surprisingly suc-

GreenCraft magazine
Summer 2009, premiere issue
$14.99
Look for it with the magazines
at major bookstores.
On the Web: To preview some
of the debut issue’s pages or to
order: www.stampington.com/
html/greencraft_volume1.html

Worth the price? Although it’s
a magazine, GreenCraft reads as
more of a crafting book, which
makes it worth the cover price.

cessful results. Boxes are
painted and trimmed with
stickers, images trimmed from
greeting cards and photos. To
create a handle, set two eyelets
in the box and loop wire
through to secure wire-andbead carrying handles. The
overall finished effects range
from shabby chic to art-gallery
interesting. That one has gone
on my must-try list.
Spend an hour with GreenCraft and you’ll see old newsprint, junk mail, used dryer
sheets, glass bottles and other
discards in a creative new
light.
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Tue.-Sun. for Lunch
11:00AM-2:30PM
Afternoon Tea
3:00-5:00PM
by reservation only
Italian Mahogany Sideboard

800 N. Central Expressway
(at Plano Parkway) 10-6 Mon-Sat & 11-6 Sun

972-509-7878

King Arthur
In Plano Since 1984

CLOCK & JEWELRY

Grandfather Clocks & Jewelry

30-40% OFF
We Want To Sell 50 40 Grandfather Clocks
By Christmas

Gary Williamson

Gary Williamson of Plano found a box of 12-year-old bank statements and started experimenting with paper slurry.

By RITA COOK
Special Contributor

A Plano man has taken paper recycling to a whole new
level. Gary Williamson makes
original sculptures, mainly
faces, from recycled paper. His
company is called Shatter’d
Visages .
“I don’t call them masks,
however,” he says, “because
they were never meant to be
worn. I just call them paper
faces, or ‘Modern Paper Antiquities.’ ”
Williamson came upon the
technique almost by accident.
“I was cleaning out my garage and found a box of 12year-old bank statements. I
didn’t really want to stand in
front of a shredder long
enough to shred them all, so I
just tossed them into a tub of
water, hoping they would just
turn to mush, which they did.
“That mush started me
thinking about the possibilities, so after a few experiments, some more successful
than others, I just started using it as a sculpting medium,
which worked. I’ve been artistic all my life, and used to draw
a lot of portraits and caricatures, so sculpting faces was
very natural and enjoyable for
me.”

His original intention was
to make molds from the sculptures and then make cement
castings for outdoor settings.
However, one day he packed
some of the paper slurry he
had been using for the originals back into a mold and let it
dry.
“After a couple weeks of
drying, it came out with an incredible texture that easily lent
itself to the illusion of ancient
statuary that had been buried
or submerged for centuries
and only recently recovered,”
he says. “A bit of metallic coating and patina completed the
illusion beautifully.”
The name of his company
was easy, too. “I remembered a
poem by Percy [Bysshe] Shelley called ‘Ozymandias.’ One
line begins ‘Near them on the
sand, half sunk, a shatter’d visage lies …’ It was a literary image I’ve carried with me since I
was required to read it in
school, and so the name Shatter’d Visages became my company name.”
Williamson, who uses anywhere from a few ounces of paper to 9 pounds in a piece, also
liked the idea that making
these faces was helping him do
his part in green living.
“I had always wanted to

Check it out
See more of Gary Williamson’s
work at shatterdvisages.com.
Prices average around $125.

come up with something to
make from discarded materials, mainly because of the recycling aspect, but also because it
would provide an inexpensive
resource,” he says. “Now I
have, and it gives me great satisfaction to know that I am
making a small contribution.”
The paper comes from his
friends and family; he also uses junk mail and business documents.
His workspace takes up
most of his house.
“Being a single man, I am
able to make more use of my
available space than someone
who might have the decorative
needs of another to consider.
Therefore, most of my house
has become a workspace of
some sort.”
In his garage, beside the
standard woodworking tools
and benches that he uses to
construct the items, he made a
device to churn the paper
shreds into slurry: a 30-gallon
tub with a drill press that spins
a paint mixer, similar to a
kitchen mixer. He does the
sculpting and finishing work

in his game room-bar; his
pingpong table is covered with
supplies he uses for finishing
the pieces.
The molds are stored in
racks on the patio, which is also where he coats the pieces
with lacquer or marine varnish
before applying the metallic
finish. Finally, in his backyard,
Williamson has a solar oven
that he made out of an old metal locker. He turned it on its
side, painted it black and installed a solar fan to facilitate
the drying of the paper in the
molds.
Williamson has sold close
to 20 pieces. He has been invited to exhibit at Scarborough
Renaissance Festival in Waxahachie and has been offered
two weekends at the Texas Renaissance Festival near Houston in October and November.
“I’ve never seen anything
like it anywhere,” Williamson
says, “which is one of the main
reasons I like doing it. It
evolved with the paper conversion process. It’s just natural
for me to sculpt faces, since I
find them so fascinating.”
Rita Cook is an Arlington
freelance writer.
greenlivingdallas@earthlink.net.

Layaway for the Holidays!

HINTS FROM HELOISE

15th Street
Century
Bank
Collin
Creek
Mall

Office
Max
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WE
MAKE
HOUSE
CALLS

A commercial
exercise plan

Plano Pkwy.

972-423-2205

1201 N. Central #3 at 15th, SW Corner
FROM WIRE REPORTS

3” TREE

Immediate
Installation

(10’ to 12’ tall)

337.00

$

Installed*

NEW INVENTORY IS HERE!
COME SELECT YOUR
TREE TODAY!
SEPTEMBER SPECIAL
ALL TREES
20% off
*additional charges may apply

• Live Oak • Red Oak
• Chinese Pistachio

15700 Highway 121
Frisco, Texas 75035

• Maples • Many Others...
New Inventory is here

972.747.9233
Mon-Sat: 9-5/Sun: 1-5

PATIO & FIRESIDE
Don’t Buy Patio Furniture
Without Seeing Us First
Carrollton I-35, Exit Frankford Rd.
972-245-7789
Plano
75/Central - Just North of Legacy 972-527-5000
Dallas
17390 Preston, North of Campbell 972-735-9493
www.casuallivingltd.com
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Dear Heloise: I can never
seem to carve out 30-45
minutes straight three times a
week to exercise.
My doctor told me that any
exercise is better than zero
exercise, and he had a great
hint — he told me to get
moving during commercials,
so that’s what I did.
I bought a secondhand
stationary bicycle and do
three to five minutes every
time my favorite TV show
breaks. What usually ends up
happening is that I stay on the
bike for 15-20 minutes and
end up watching the rest of
the show from my bike seat.
We don’t have a lot of space
in our living room, but I just
wedged my bike behind the
couch. It’s almost like circuit
training at a gym.
Sue, via e-mail
Sue, you know my secret! I
call it T.V.C. — television
cleaning time. I can get a
whole room clean (and get
exercise) during a movie,
especially if it’s on a cable
channel.
Heloise
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Dear Heloise: I read the
hint for cleaning can openers
by using a toothbrush. Here’s
an easier way. Put the opener,
potato peeler and ice-cream
scoop in a large bowl, pour
vinegar in and sprinkle in
baking soda, then let it sit a
few minutes. It cleans, with
little scrubbing needed.
Betty, North Carolina
Dear Heloise: My family
encouraged me to share my
“portable salad bar” hint. I
bought a 36-inch infant’s
blow-up pool and a plastic
tablecloth to match the cloth
on the buffet table. Blow up
the pool, put it on a serving
table, place the tablecloth over
the pool to hide the designs
and fill the pool with ice. Sink
large bowls of salads in the ice.
All I had to do was put out
fresh bowls of food and keep
the ice refreshed. Cleanup was
a breeze.
Linda Frasier,
Kirkland, Ariz.

Write to Heloise at P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, Texas
78279, or e-mail heloise @
compuserve.com.
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